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Abstract—This paper presents design and structure of an electronic switching 

system for remote circuits structuring through internet, where the possibility of 

building circuits from scratch while conducting electrical measurements at any 

point of built circuits by online experimenters. This switching system enables to 

interconnect between electrical and electronic components in different combina-

tions of circuits while providing an online environment highly approximated to 

physical environments of traditional hands-on laboratories in terms of manipu-

lating measurement instruments and building experimental circuits. This paper 

also presents results of deployed topology for remote exploit of this switching 

system along with results of its deployed online engineering experiments. 

Keywords—online engineering experiment, online lab, remote experiment, re-

mote circuit building 

1 Introduction 

During the global pandemic of COVID-19, virtual experiments and remote experi-

ments through internet have been conceptually highlighted [1], [2] in terms of their 

contributing roles into supporting pedagogical aspects of educational establishments by 

providing practical courses to students while respecting the terms of public lockdowns 

and social physical distancing between individuals [3], [4]. Even though e-learning [5] 

and remote experiments [6] have been playing major roles in education and pedagogies 

of learning before the worldwide spreading of COVID-19, this pandemic highlighted 

them globally as reliable services and not only as supplementary to traditional educa-

tion and traditional hands-on laboratory experiments. 

Laboratories, or hands-on laboratories, have long been acknowledged as key element 

and indispensable integral component in engineering education. No one disputes the 

vital role of experimentation, particularly in engineering and applied science, in order 

for students to observe scientific phenomena, consolidate their understanding on theo-

retical concepts, and become more experienced with practical science [7], [8]. 
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According to the published research in [9], it was reported that students retain 25% 

of what they hear, 45% of what they hear and see, and 70% if they use the “learning-

by-doing” methodology, which is emphasized by the statements of ABET (Accredita-

tion Board for Engineering and Technology).  

According to ABET’s general criteria of accrediting baccalaureate level of engineer-

ing, practical skills are considered among essential studying outcomes that prepare 

graduates to attain the programed educational objectives. However, in the literature, 

little attention has been paid to laboratory activities that are relevant to pedagogical 

topics [9].  

During the early years, after the onset of formal engineering education, the focus 

was balanced between practice and theory. Overtime, the prevailing academic recogni-

tion criteria has shifted away from recognizing contributions to undergraduate educa-

tion toward recognizing research productivity, which has drawn the attention away 

from cost, space, scheduling-encumbering, and time-consuming activities such as de-

veloping instructional laboratories. 

Laboratories are generally costly in terms of necessary time and budget to develop, 

acquire, administrate, and maintain. They have extremely low overall utilization rates 

and limited usage beyond specific courses, and they are not often shared among uni-

versities despite the high cost of their used equipment. The current inflexible operation 

and constrained access to physical laboratories, in addition to the decreasing budgets 

and increasing in student numbers, all these factors have put pressure on universities 

toward providing effective practical laboratory environments to their students. This has 

been possible with the advent of online laboratories and the conveniences they provide. 

Online laboratories are the laboratories that can be accessed and manipulated 

through internet. They are either virtual laboratories, remote labs or simulation-based 

laboratories.  

Virtual laboratories are based on virtualized objects that rely on software products 

and web-based interfaces whereas exploiting simulation-based models of behaviors. 

These virtual labs provide shapes and illustrating objects highly approximated to phys-

ical instruments and used components in hands-on laboratories, without implicating 

physical equipment for experiments conduction.  

Simulation-based laboratories are providing online experiments that rely on mathe-

matical models, without offering virtualized objects and without implicating the use of 

physical equipment for experiments conduction. 

Simulation is used in many contexts such as training, learning, and entertainment. 

During World War II, the “Link Trainer” flight simulator were used to improve safety 

and shorten training time for over 500 000 pilots; saving millions of dollars and many 

lives. In education, simulation is used for scientific modelling of systems to gain insight 

into their operations and behavior. It is a very useful tool especially for providing illus-

trations of phenomena in fields that are not easily visualized, such as electromagnetics, 

nanotechnology, chemistry, physics, and life science. 

The differences between simulation-based laboratories and virtual labs are the levels 

of approximating the shapes, the dimensions and the manipulations of physical re-

sources used during hands-on experiments. 
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In engineering, many simulation software and virtualization frameworks are availa-

ble to be used for educational purposes of experiments or to be used at workplace, such 

as Simulink, National Instruments (NI) Multisim, PSpice, NI Ultiboard, CYME, Pow-

erFactory, PS CAD and PowerWorld. 

Early criticisms on computer simulations argued that these simulations are rigid, un-

realistic, and do not adequately represent real-world systems and their behaviors. Con-

sequently, today, it is generally agreed that neither computer simulations, nor virtual-

ization, can completely replace hands-on laboratories, but they might be more effective 

when they are integrated as an adjunct to hands-on laboratories [7]. It may be also ef-

fective if we rely on hands-on laboratories as an adjunct to virtual labs, if these virtual 

labs provide high approximations to physical resources and provide similar results to 

the ones obtained during hands-on experiments. 

Remote laboratories, on other hand, are based on real physical equipment, which are 

controlled, monitored, and manipulated through the internet. Remote laboratories have 

been shown to provide significant benefits comparing to traditional hands-on laborato-

ries. Examples of these benefits include optimized and organized utilization, shared 

resources between institutions, versatile ranges of experimentation, mitigation of safety 

issues, in addition of providing more security and constrained access.  

Remote laboratories appeared in the nineties; the idea was initially proposed in [7], 

[8], and two among their earliest reported implementations in education were presented 

at the papers [8], [9]. In the late nineties of 20th century, the release of the Internet server 

version (6i) of Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation Engineering Workbench (Lab-

VIEW) [10], [11] by NI ignited the development and promulgation of remote laborato-

ries among universities around the world. Consequently, LabVIEW framework is used 

in our nowadays by many universities to deploy remote labs. 

Advocates of online laboratories outline the conveniences associated with their use 

in terms of cost mitigation, safety, flexibility, and optimization of utilization rate. Ad-

vocates of traditional hands-on laboratories argue that students should be exposed to 

real environments, which is consistent with the constructivism learning theory. How-

ever, proponents of remote laboratories might argue that nowadays-industrial processes 

are commonly automated and controlled remotely. 

In a similar fashion, there are several questions, debates, and empirical comparative 

studies on whether remote or virtual formats of experiments are as effective as the tra-

ditional hands-on experiments [12-15]. For example, Corter et al. [12] found that online 

laboratories had an advantage in learning outcomes on simple experiments but not on 

the complex ones. Lindsay and Good [13] noted an existing substantial bias from stu-

dents and general preference toward hands-on laboratories, with some potential for the 

other alternatives to be accepted. They also noted that students involved in the virtual 

laboratory group displayed a lesser grasp on the real context than those in the remote 

lab group and hands-on lab group. In turn, students involved in the remote lab group 

emphasized hardware objectives in their minds, while students involved in the virtual 

lab group emphasized theoretical objectives. 

The general conclusion from these studies [12], [16] is that learning outcomes de-

pend on the exact instructions given to groups and the different patterns of work and 

collaboration regardless of the laboratory format. Thus, provided scaffolding along 
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with laboratory assignment [17] and appropriate formation of laboratory groups [18] 

are major factors for learning outcomes. Nevertheless, deploying flexible remote ex-

periments where the possibility of building circuits from beginning while providing the 

possibility of conducting measurements at any point of these circuits is attracting more 

attention of researchers, toward elaborating online environments for remote experi-

menting highly approximated to the environments of hands-on laboratories in terms of 

instruments manipulation and measurements conduction. 

Starting from the nineties of twentieth century, there have been many published ar-

ticles presenting various works of deploying [19], exploiting [20], [21], analysing [22], 

[23], and optimizing remote experiments and remote labs [24], [25]. Nevertheless, this 

paper is distinguished by presenting the design and structure of hardware and software 

parts of an electronic system (switching system, Figure 1), which enables the conduc-

tion of remote circuits structuring from beginning by interconnecting between electrical 

and electronic components from scratch whereas supporting measurements retrieving 

at any point of built circuits during remote experiments. 

 

Fig. 1. Hardware resources of switching system and PXI 

The structure of this switching system consists of multiple electronic cards dedicated 

either for components placing or measurements support, whereas relying on a product 

from National Instruments (PXI product) dedicated for measurements conduction and 

power supply by serving the functionalities of signal waves display, generation of elec-

trical signal functions, retrieving measurements of voltage and current, etc. 

The presented switching system in this paper along with PXI product enable to de-

ploy an online environment (remote lab) for remote experimenting in electronics and 

electricity, while relying on different resources of software that manifest this online 

environment, which is highly approximated to hands-on laboratory environment in 

terms of instruments manipulation and circuits building.  

This paper is structured as follow: Section 2, presents hardware design and structure 

of concerned switching system for remote circuits structuring. Section 3, presents de-

sign and components of software for remote circuits building and online measurements 

on this switching system. Section 4, presents results of deployed topology and deployed 

remote experiments using this switching system and PXI product. Finally, Section 5 for 

conclusion. 
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2 Design and structure of hardware 

The use of the hardware parts of this developed switching system requires to pur-

chase and install a whole-licensed version of LabVIEW platform for continued exploit. 

This platform must be installed with its integrity of hardware drivers, LabVIEW librar-

ies and NI MAX (NI Measurements and Automation Explorer) for drivers’ manage-

ment; in order to install and use this developed switching system and the PXI product 

(Figure 1) with its instrument modules with no errors or latencies of misconfigurations. 

2.1 Electronic switching system 

This part of hardware, switching system part, is an extendable electronic system. It 

contains multiplicity of electronic boards developed according to a parallel architecture, 

Figure 1. It uses two bands of parallel branches to interconnect between its electronic 

boards, one band (Figure 2 part “a”) of parallel branches to communicate the control 

data, and the second band (Figure 2 part “b”) for electrical signal transfer between the 

electronic cards of this switching system. 

Board number one of this switching system is dedicated for DC (Direct Current) 

power supplies and the support of generated functions, Figure 3. It contains a connec-

tion interface, interface “d” at Figure 3, to support the DC power supplies, which are 

generated by the PXI’s DC power module. Each plug of these DC supplies is supported 

on this board interface through a wire port. Another connection interface on the same 

board, interface “e” at Figure 3, is dedicated to support the generated supply from the 

PXI’s function generator module. In addition, this board consists of a USB port type B 

to communicate with the used computer machine for hosting, and consists of interface 

“a” at Figure 3 to supply the integrated processers on the switching system with elec-

trical power.  

 

Fig. 2. Structure of parallel branch bands of switching system 
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Fig. 3. Switching system’s board number one; for power supplies 

There are three used plug ranges of DC power supplies on this switching system; 

one range varies from 0V to +25V, other one from -25V to 0V, and the last one from 

0V to +6V, plus the ground wire ports (0 V and commune port). 

The presented switching system in Figure 1 consists of a Dual-multimeter board, 

Figure 4, with two ports as connection interfaces to support the measurements, which 

are conducted by the PXI’s DMM module (Dual Multimeter Module). It also supports 

the switching between those two ports and the breadboard card’s nodes (A, B, C, D, E, 

F, G, H and I) and nodes (0, com, X1, X2, X3, X4, X5 and X6) for measurements 

retrieving, Figure 6. The default-attributed number to this Dual-multimeter board is 

two. 

The oscilloscope board of this switching system is shown in Figure 5, and it inte-

grates two channel ports to support signal-retrieving processes, which are executed by 

the PXI’s oscilloscope module. This board supports the switching functionality be-

tween the two oscilloscope channel ports and the breadboard card’s wiring nodes 

(A,B,C,D,E,F,G, H and I) and nodes (0, com, X1, X2, X3, X4, X5 and X6), Figure 6, 

for signal retrieving. The default-attributed number to this oscilloscope board is three. 

 

Fig. 4. Switching system’s board number two, which is named as DMM (Dual-Multimeter) 

board 
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Fig. 5. Switching system’s board number three, which is named as oscilloscope board 

Breadboard card(s) of this switching system, principally named as components 

card(s), are dedicated to support the electrical and electronic components, which are 

placed for remote circuits structuring. Each breadboard card contains a number of elec-

tronic switchers to control the interconnections and wires between those components 

and the wiring nodes (A,B,C,D,E,F,G, H and I) and nodes (0, com, X1, X2, X3, X4, 

X5 and X6), Figure 6 part “a”. Those breadboard cards contain the nodes (nX1, nX2, 

nX3, nX4, nX5, nX6, nX7, nX8, nX9, nX10, nX11, nX12, nX13 and nX14), Figure 6 

part “b”, for components placing. The nodes (A,B,C,D,E,F,G, H and I) and nodes (0, 

com, X1, X2, X3, X4, X5 and X6) are for the wiring of placed components, in order to 

circulate the generated electrical signals between the cards of the switching system and 

between the placed components.  

The used switchers for components technical switching on shown switching system 

in Figure 1 are standing between the component nodes (nX1, nX2, nX3, nX4, nX5, 

nX6, nX7, nX8, nX9, nX10, nX11, nX12, nX13 and nX14), and the wiring nodes 

(A,B,C,D,E,F,G, H and I) and nodes (0, com, X1, X2, X3, X4, X5 and X6). The first 

breadboard card mounted on this switching system has the default number 4, and as 

many as added breadboard cards mounted on this switching system to place more com-

ponents, their numbers are attributed successively by incrementing starting from num-

ber 4. 

 

Fig. 6. Switching system’s board number 4, which is named as breadboard card (components 

card) 
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The nodes (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H and I) are considered as the principal wiring nodes 

due to their resiliency and flexibility to be used to lead and wire any component end, 

while offering the possibility of a width range of manipulation and interconnection be-

tween these ends. 

The node A is already related to the function generator interface through a two-state 

electronic switch on the function generator board; board number one. There is no pos-

sibility to, directly, switch or multiplex the generated function supply and redirect it to 

other wiring nodes, which means that any circuit aims to use the AC (Alternating Cur-

rent) of power supply is forced to have its first component physically wired to the node 

A on the switching system. 

There are also other nodes, named as (0, com, X1, X2, X3, X4, X5 and X6) at Figure 

6 part “b”, which are in parallel with the principal wiring nodes and they are dedicated 

to support the DC power supplies and the ground branches (0V and com). Only the 

nodes (0, com, X1, X2 and X3 ) are technically enabled to wire the placed components 

on the breadboard card(s), whereas the other nodes (X4, X5 and X6) aim future extend-

ing of this switching system for new instruments of supply or measurements; otherwise, 

being adapted to be used as additional wiring nodes. 

To elevate the number of placed components for experiments, it is necessary to add 

more breadboard cards to the switching system in parallel, because each breadboard 

card supports the use and control of, in maximum, ten components; as it is shown at 

Figure 6. The component nodes (nX1, nX2, nX3, nX8, nX9 and nX10) are for two-end 

components, whereas each one of the component nodes (nX4, nX5, nX6, nX7, nX11, 

nX12, nX13 and nX14) is for leading and connecting only one end of a placed compo-

nent. 

To establish a wiring connection between two components, they must be wired to 

the same wiring node; nodes (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H or I) or nodes (0, com, X1, X2 or 

X3). In order to interconnect two different components placed on the same breadboard, 

two wires must be used to lead those components and connect them to the same wiring 

node. Otherwise, they must be wired to two similarly named wiring nodes on different 

breadboard cards; in case where the two components are placed on different cards. 

Those two cases are referred in the rest of this paper as direct wiring connection. Alter-

natively, it would be essential to use a shortcut wire to establish the connection between 

two different components wired to two different named wiring nodes, which is referred 

in the rest of this paper as non-direct connection. In another manner to reframe, each 

shortcut wire offers the possibility to circulate the electrical signal between two com-

ponents connected to different named wiring nodes on any breadboard cards of the 

switching system. 

The shown switching system in Figure 1 offers the hand on the building and meas-

urements conducting on predefined circuits or their subcircuits. In addition, it offers the 

possibility of reusing a circuit component in other circuits in condition of having direct 

or non-direct wiring connections to their components; as previously described. Those 

offered possibilities of circuits building are handled by using a file with “max” as a file 

extension (max-files) for each supported experiment, in order to define the allowed 

components, the authorized types of power supply and setting the electrical limits of 

use. 
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2.2 PXI product and its instrument modules 

PXI is a product of National Instruments (NI), and it supports different NI modules 

as measurement instruments similar to the usually used instruments in hands-on labor-

atories. There are many versions of these modules with different product serials. There-

fore, as long as each used PXI module offers one of the following functionalities in this 

subsection, and all used modules are running under the same version of LabVIEW 

framework; the software of the switching system (Figure 1) will be able to exploit them. 

The measurements conduction on presented switching system in Figure 1 relies on 

NI oscilloscope module (NI PXIe 5114) for electrical signal retrieving. NI DMM mod-

ule (NI PXI 4070) for the measurements of current and voltage, in addition of retrieving 

the values of resistance, inductance and capacity of placed components on the switching 

system. NI function generator module (NI PXI 5402) for alternating power supplies in 

shape of functions: sinusoid, rectangular, triangle and tee. NI DC power supply module 

(NI PXI 4110) for DC power supplies: 0V to +25V plug range, 0V to +6V plug rang 

and -25V to 0V plug range.  

Each one of these modules is under control by specific sub-VIs developed under 

LabVIEW framework. These sub-VI(s), plus the ones responsible of exploiting the 

switching system, are either in communication with the equipment server (Figure 8) or 

under its use, in order to exploit the shown hardware in Figure 1. 

3 Design and components of software 

Shown switching system in Figure 1 relies on two parts of software packages. The 

first part of these packages is the equipment server, which is responsible of the hard-

ware control and measurements conduction on the physical built circuits. The second 

part includes the measurement server, which is dedicated for experiments monitoring 

and guiding, an online platform for identification, authentication and scheduling, and a 

web-user interface to serve a real approximated environment for circuits building nearly 

similar to the use of real breadboards and measurement instruments in hands-on labor-

atories. 

3.1 Measurement server 

The shown measurement server in Figure 7 listens on port 8080 by default, but the 

port value of this process is editable for changing. The principal function of this meas-

urement server is to receive incoming connection sessions and incoming commands 

from each end-user of the web-user interface of the switching system, and then for-

warding their principal contents to the equipment server through TCP/IP packets 

(Transmission Control Protocol/ Internet Protocol).  
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Fig. 7. Measurement server window while being running 

This measurement server relies on a max-list file, which lists all max-files that de-

scribe the authorized experiments. Each authorized experiment must have its own max-

fil characterized by “max” as extension (experiment-name.max), in order to define the 

allowed components and supported power supply. For each file of these max-files, the 

user may build the entire predefined circuit or build only a subcircuit of it.  

This measurement server receives the retrieved values of measurements from the 

equipment server through HTTP protocol (Hypertext Transfer Protocol). It uses the port 

2324 as XML (Extension Markup Language) server’s listening port, and port 843 as 

listening port for XML policy server (Figure 7). It is developed under C++ program-

ming language, since it is a powerful source to rely on for development and it is one of 

the principal programming languages considered by NI during their procedures of de-

veloping LabVIEW framework. 

This choice of developing the measurement server under C++ programming lan-

guage offers the advantage of using more resources of the hosting machine in functions 

of priority, allocated capacities of processers and RAM space (Random Access 

Memory). This advantage is resulted from the technical fact that, under C++ program-

ming language, the measurement server functions as a service source code of the host-

ing machine; rather than using LabVIEW platform to create a version that will always 

function with limited priorities, limited allocated capacities of processing and limited 

space of RAM.  

In the case of using LabVIEW platform for the development of the measurement 

server, this server would always function as an application coordinated under Lab-

VIEW’s processes or its threads. This functioning scenario is considered as a limitation 

of LabVIEW programming platform, which is confronted by many researchers while 

experimenting on JIL server [26] to serve LabVIEW’s VIs through the internet. 
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3.2 Equipment server 

This entity, equipment server shown in Figure 8, was developed under LabVIEW 

platform as a VI (Virtual Interface). It is in-charge of hardware control and experiments 

conducting by executing circuits building and measurements retrieving on built circuits, 

and then forwarding these measurement values to the measurement server. This equip-

ment server uses the port 5001 to listen to the incoming connections and read the for-

warded contents of commands and data from the measurement server, and then it an-

swers the requests of experiments. It uses an equipment list-file to define the deployed 

PXI’s instrument modules and the switching system, and it relies on a component list-

fil to define the placed components of electricity and electronics on the breadboard 

card(s) (components card(s)). 

 

Fig. 8. Equipment server window while being running 

When the equipment server executes the forwarded requests from the measurement 

server, it builds the requested circuits and retrieves the resulted measurements over a 

short varying slight of time, depending on the queried instruments and the types of 

measurements. Then, it releases the hardware resources, which offers the advantage of 

handling different connection sessions of experiments by serving nearly simultaneous 

requests of circuits building and measurements retrieving. 

The limitation of using LabVIEW platform to develop this equipment server is; this 

entity will be always allocated with limited resources of RAM space and limited pro-

cessing capacities of the hosting machine, without extreme high priorities of execution 

for higher allocation of resources.  

This limitation is due to the fact that the equipment server will always work under 

LabVIEW’s processes and its threads using limited allocated resources, while Lab-

VIEW platform will be always treated at the level of running applications and running 

software on the hosting machine with many supplementary processing dependencies. 

Therefrom, the need to develop the measurement server under C++ programming lan-

guage, in order to receive the incoming connections, managing the received commands 
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in a First In First Out waiting line (FIFO), and then forwarding them in form of simple 

requests to the equipment server by order of arrival. As a result, at this level of the 

communication scenario between the equipment server and the measurement server, 

the first one is in-charge of the execution of its incoming requests on port 5001, and 

then forwarding the retrieved measurements to the measurement server using HTTP 

protocol. 

3.3 Web-user interface 

This entity is an end-user web interface developed, principally, under HTML5 pro-

gramming language (Hypertext Markup Language 5) and JavaScript (Figure 9). It con-

tains a multiplicity of entities shaped in form of real measurement instruments, and a 

breadboard module similar in shape to the usual breadboards used in hands-on labora-

tories, which give more reality to the approximating environment of the switching sys-

tem for practical experimenting (Figure 9). Each entity of them is related to a certain 

part of the hardware resources, either the switching system or the PXI’s instrument 

modules: DC power supplies, DMM, function generator or oscilloscope. 

The breadboard entity aims the aspects of components dragging and wiring for cir-

cuits building. The oscilloscope interface serves for electrical signals visualization at 

the inputs and outputs of built circuits during experiments. The DMM interface is ded-

icated to display the values of current, voltage, resistance, capacity and inductance. The 

function generator serves to configure the shape and amplitude value of the generated 

signal functions. The DC power entity is used to define the plug-range type and manip-

ulate the value of generated DC power supply. The components library contains all 

supported components for circuits structuring, which are used to build the requested 

circuits during remote experiments (Figure 9). 

3.4 Web-access platform 

The access platform of this switching system is an online web-server platform for 

identification, authentication and reservation for experiments scheduling, and it is ded-

icated for the use of this switching system. It consists of multiple packages and parts as 

dependencies of software running: 

1. Platform package. It is used to support all online services of identification, authenti-

cation and reservation. This package, basically, is a folder that contains all the scripts 

and program files, which are in-charge of handling the online sessions and supported 

services for the exploit of the switching system.  

2. Web-user interface package. It is used for components dragging and wiring for cir-

cuits building, where the need to define a new path-link to this package folder, in 

order to be recognized by the used server system. 

3. Smarty 2.6.30 package. It is used to support the handling of online web pages: crea-

tion, edition and manipulation.  

4. PEAR service package (PHP Extensions and Applications Repository), used to sup-

port extensions and libraries of PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor). 
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5. Open SSL (Secured Socket Layer) service package, or any commercial SSL pack-

ages or certificates, in order to use secured data sessions under HTTPS protocol (Hy-

pertext Transfer Protocol Security). 

4 Results of deployed topology and remote experiments 

After installing the hardware and software parts of the switching system. Placing 

electrical and electronic components for the aimed experiments of circuits structuring 

on the breadboard cards of this switching system. Declaring and defining these compo-

nents in the components list-fil used by the equipment server. Declaring the authorized 

and supported circuits for structuring as max-files to be used by the measurement 

server. Editing the max-list file to refer the names and paths of all experiments max-

files, and editing the library list-file used by the web-user interface to define the avail-

able component shapes for dragging, manipulating and wiring. Finally, we adapted the 

hosting server of the switching system to the network of our remote laboratory. The 

resulted topology of deployed resources of software and hardware of the switching sys-

tem in our remote lab is as shown in Figure 9. 

 

Fig. 9. Deployed topology of hardware and software for remote circuits structuring and online 

measurements on the switching system 

LabVIEW framework is responsible of handling the communication between the 

equipment server and the hardware resources, whereas the communication between 

equipment server, measurement server and web-user interface are handled through 

HTTP protocol. 
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There is an optional communication scenario to use for authentication (Figure 9) 

where the measurement server is configured to check the database for each incoming 

experiment session, in order to verify whether it is authorized to occur and be served at 

that time or not. 

The results of deployed remote experiments on shown deployed topology in Figure 

9 include online experiments on electrical components, electronic components, motors 

and 3-phases generators, which are as shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. 

 

Fig. 10.  Online experiment on a diode and a resistor 

 

Fig. 11.  Online experiment on a motor and a three phases’ generator 
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5 Conclusion 

This paper presents the design and structure of hardware and software parts of an 

electronic switching system that enables the building of analogue circuits remotely, 

whereas opening the way to conduct online measurements on these circuits at any point. 

This switching system provides an online environment for experimenting highly ap-

proximated to hands-on laboratories in terms of circuits building, instruments manipu-

lation and measurements conduction. The hardware and software parts of this switching 

system are deployed according to a remote lab network, and they support online exper-

iments on electrical component, electronic components, motors and three-phase gener-

ators. 
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